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Luke 21:1-3 ~ The Widow Gives          
Luke 20:45-47          
Deuteronomy 14:22-23

What does this true story show you about Jesus?
What does this story show you about yourself?

SHARE what you want to be when you grow up
Parents, share what you wanted to be when you were
a kid.

READ a Bible story or scripture passage together...

TALK together about the Bible passage...

PRAY for each other.  

BLESS one another. Say...
[Family member's name], you are prized and precious,
liked and loved, capable and curious, blessed to be a
blessing, a treasure in our family. Go in God's peace.

An easy-to-use
devotional for families to nurture
faith & relationships! Each week it
comes with new scripture texts,
questions, prayer prompts & Go

Deeper suggestions that go with the
week's kids worship videos. Found on

the Jacob's Well Kids
page!
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Listen! We Wonder Podcast
If you haven't yet tuned into Sarah Dahl's
contemplative Bible storytelling, give it a
listen this Lent! It's like an audio spa for
children and grownups alike! This Lenten
podcast guides kids and families through
the spiritual practice of Lectio Divina, a
monastic practice of scripture reading,
meditation, and prayer. 

Blog It! Sacraparental.com
This is a new blog we recently discovered
that offers spirituality and social justice
ideas for kids and families. We hope you'll
find its Lent with Kids ideas & resources as
refreshing as we have!

Read It! 
Make Room: A Child's Guide to Lent and
Easter presents Lent as a special time for
creating a welcoming space for God and
offers simple, yet practical activities that
encourage kids to learn how to live like
Jesus.

Prayer Sticks
Go on a hunt for some short sticks, colorful
yarn, scissors, pencil, thin strips of paper,
and a basket or bowl. Write a short prayer
to God (your own or from the Lent Prayer A
Day Calendar) on the thin strip paper. Wrap
it around your stick. Then wrap your stick
with yarn covering the paper & stick. Add a
prayer stick a day to your basket!
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LENT RESOURCES

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/we-wonder-lent/id1484584757
http://sacraparental.com/2014/02/02/sacraparental-lent-with-kids/

